W c study collective modes in a nucleus "rotating" about the symmetry axis by using a schematic model. The model is derived on the basis of the ~ranked harmonic oscillator
model where the frequencies are self-consistently determined and the Landau prescription for the twobody effective interaction. The model enables us to exactly solve the equations in the Random Phase Approximation. We obtain the collective modes corresponding to the usual giant quadrupole resonances in an axially symmetric deformed nucleus and the spurious mode associated with the rotational invariance. In addition, we obtain the collective rotational mode corresponding to the precession of a classical symmetric top and a mode which generates a non-collective excited state in the vicinity of the yrast line. § l. Introduction
Since a general survey of the structure of high spin states in the neighborhood of the yrast line was made by Bohr and Mottelson,ll detailed analyses of this subject have been performed by many authors. They are concerned with the study of the single particle motion in a rotating potential. This is based on the idea that in the yrast region the greater part of the total excitation energy is spent for the rotational motion so that the nucleus is intrinsically "cold'' as in the region near the ground state. Yrast states can thus be considered the vacuum ("ground state") for appropriate single particle motion. In this way, the mechanism of backbending and of yrast trap, which are peculiar to high spin nuclei, has been understood (see, for example, Ref. 2) and references therein).
In the above-mentioned analyses, the interaction between the nucleons 1s replaced by an effective single particle potential, and the residual interaction is ignored. As in the region just above the ground state, however, the residual interaction would produce collective modes consisting of many one-particle one-hole configurations, for which yrast states play the role of the vacuum. The structure of the vacuum changes with increasing angular momentum. This will influence the collective modes and further give rise to ne\v modes such as the wobbling motion. 3 ' In this paper we study how the structure of the collective modes changes as the angular momentum of the yrast state (vacuum) increases. To this end, we consider a schematic model which is derived on the basis of the cranked harmonic oscil-Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/ptp/article-abstract/64/6/2055/1864085 by guest on 23 December 2018 lator modeP 1 -n and the Landau prescription for the effective interaction. This model enables us to solve exactly the Random Phase Approximation (RPA) dispersion equation for the case in which the nucleus "rotates" about the symmetry axis. When the angular momentum is zero, this model reduces to that of the giant quadrupole resonances (GQR) in an axially symmetric deformed nucleus. 81 ' 9 l In § 2 we review the cranked harmonic oscillator model. We determine the frequencies of the deformed harmonic oscillator potential self-consistently, i.e., so as to minimize the energy of the cranked system under the constraint that the volume of the potential is constant. It is shown that there is a solution which corresponds to the "rotation" about the symmetry axis. Using this solution, we determine in § 3 the two-body effective interaction by employing the Landau prescription. This interaction turns out to be a generalized quadrupole-quadrupole (Q-Q) interaction, and reduces to that of Refs. 8) and 9) when the angular momentum of the vacuum 1s zero.
In § 4 we give the formulas of RP A for the case in which the nucleus "rotates" about the symmetry axis. Since the angular momentum of the vacuum is finite, the RP A dispersion equation is not invariant with respect to the change of the sign of the RPA eigenvalue. We apply RPA to the schematic model obtained in § 3. In § 5 we derive exact solutions of the RPA dispersion equations and discuss the properties of the corresponding RP A modes. In addition to the collective modes corresponding to the usual GQR and the spurious mode associated with the rotational invariance, we obtain two modes characteristic of the case where the angular momentum of the vacuum is finite. One is a non-collective mode, which is located in the vicinity of the yrast line, and the other is the collective rotational mode corresponding to the precessional motion of a classical symmetric top. The latter reduces to the spurious mode when the angular momentum of the vacuum becomes zero. We summarize the paper in § 6, where we present a figure which illustrates the modes to be considered in this paper. § 2. Cranked harmonic oscillator model and the self-consistency condition
The cranked harmonic oscillator model
In this subsection we briefly describe the cranked harmonic oscillator model. 31~n We start with the following Hamiltonian:
where how is the single particle Hamiltonian of the triaxial harmonic oscillator rotating with frequency iV: 
where (2· 7)
The eigenvalues err"' of h0''' for the single particle states Ia)= I (n1)a, (n+)a,(n_)a) are gJVen by (2·8)
The total energy E0"' of the system is given by Eow = l: CawPa = fzCih2:1 + fz(/)+2) + + hoL2:-(2. 9) a with 2:K=l:a(n"+1/2)aPa, where Pa represent the occupation numbers of the single particle states Ia), that is, Pa = 1 and 0 for the occupied and the unoccupied state, respectively. Since 2:" depend on the values of Pa, they are functionals of p. A configuration of the total system is completely specified by p. 
The self-consistency condition
For given OJ and p, we determine the frequencies 1uh uJ2 and 10 3 by requiring that E 0'" becomes miminum under the constraint
Equation (2 ·10) means that the volume of the oscillator potential is kept constant.
As is pointed out in Ref. 6) , the minimization of E 0'" = (11 0 -/io!L,) with respect to W~> oJ2 and 1u3 under the constraint (2 ·10), for a given oJ. is equiv-alent to the minimization of E 0 = (F£0) with respect to oJ1o ru 2, 1u3 and 1u under the constraint (2 ·10) and (L1) =I, where I is a fixed number.
The above requirement yields the so-called self-consistency condition''
which represents the fact that the deformation of the density distribution equals that of the potential. Equations (2 ·10) and (2 ·11) determine uJ1, 1u2 and ru 3 as functions of 1u and p. By using expressions of (L:k (:r/) "') as functions of ro,. ro 2• uJ., and oJ.n' 51 we formally obtain (2, 12)
where Since in Eq. (2 ·12) uJ2 and uJ3 arc functions of not only uJ and (J (i.e., a set of values 2', .1'~) but also themselves, it is troublesome to soh·e these equations.
These equations. howev-er, lead to the relationship
Hence there are two sets of solutions for given tO and (J. One of them is a solution where tu2 =W 3, and corresponds to the "rotation" about the symmetry axis. The other solution corresponds to the triaxial deformation and can be numerically determined. n From now on we consider only the former. Namely we assume that varst ,tall's ill"C generated by the "rotation" iibou1 the symml'try ax1s. It pL1ys a11 inlportant role in high spin states. In this rotational scheme, Bohr and 1vfottelson 1 J In this section we derive the t\vo-body effective interaction for a nucleus "rotating" about the symmetry axis. For the case in which cu,=cu2=ro.L, we obtain from Eqs. (2 · 7), (2 · 9), (2 -12) and (2 ·B)
The relation between (C,, C,) and (C , C) 1s Cc. = (C, ± C,) /v;-2-. This yields !1 = Ci-tC+ ~ C tC.. The single particle states Ia) are clearly the eigenstates of Z1• Denoting the eigenvalue of l 1 for ia) =I (n1) , , (n+) ,, (n_) ") and that of L1 for the total system as .Q" and J~> respectively, they are given by In order to derive the effective two-body interaction v, we employ the Landau prescription. 1 ' 1 The single particle energies and the diagonal matrix elements of 7.1 nre then given by the first and the second functional derivatives of E0" with respect to p, i.e., (3. 4)
(3·5)
The factor 1/2 on the right-hand side of Eq. (3-5) results from the fact that when one adds one particle and one hole to the system only half of iJ'Eo" I op,op,, arises from the direct interaction between the added particle and hole. The other half originates from the distortion of the system due to the self-consistency conclition.12> 
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). This is the same form as the K = 0 component of the effective interaction for axially symmetric deformed nuclei with
By comparing the abo\·e interaction with that of !0 = 0 g1ven ll1 Refs. 8) and 9), we obtain (3. 9)
where Q~==or 2 Y2P is the ordinary quadrupole operator and ( · · · )sP11 represents the expectation value with respect to the isotropic harmonic oscillator potential. The coupling constant X is the same as that of the Q-Q interaction. 3 ' Since (aiQ/Ia) vanishes for ,a=FO and (_L;,(Q 0 ')k)=O due to the self-consistency condition, it is clear that the eigenstate of h0 is a Hartree-Fock (HF) single particle state of the tota 1 Hamiltonian, (:-3. 12) It is interesting to note that the effective interaction v can be obtained from the Q-Q interaction by a scaling of the spatial coordinates ; 8 ) 
In our case h0 commutes with l, so that the Corio lis term fuv(L 1 ) = -lzw L:ai2aPa does not contribute to the second functional derivative of E0w. Therefore, the effective interaction v does not explicitly depend on oJ. Since the occupation numbers p" change with increasing angular momentum 10, iu1 and w.l, which must be self-consistently determined for each 10, depend on 10• Hence the interaction v implicitly depends on oJ through this 10-clependence of the deformation.
In subsequent sec·tioiiS, \\'l' \\ill solve the Rl'J\ equations by using tlw mudel Hamiltonian (:3·12). We wish to mention th;it Akbarm· et al. 1 In the present case where the angular momentum of the vacuum has a finite value, this invariance is violated for the non-hermitian fields Q;1 and Q;2• Consequently, the positive RP A eigenvalue does not necessarily correspond to an RP A creation mode.w With emphasis on this point, we summarize in this section the formulas of the RPA.
We assume that the eigenstate of If0 vvith 11 = 10 =4'+-X_. considered so far 1s the optimal state, 151 that is, the state obtained by filling _-.\.-single particle states Ia) which have the lowest possible values of C:a"'. This state lr/>) represents the I-IF vacuum. Note that not all values of l 0 can be obtained in this manner.
The states with other values of angular momentum are obtained by many-particle many-hole excitations with respect to these optimal states. The optimal states thus usually correspond to yrast traps.
We denote the occupied and the unoccupied single particle states of i¢> with li) and lm), respectively. This mean:,; that s,<A.+hrvf21 and sm>A.+huJf2n, where }. is an appropriate constant and 8a is the eigenvalue of h0 for I a), i.e., caw= C:a -hwl2a. Hence in the plot of c" versus Q" the Fermi surface is a tilted straight line (the sloping Fermi surface) . 151 We novv construct RPA modes on the basis of the above HF vacuum. The operators 0} which create the RPA modes with 11 = 10 + f.l are g1ven by
where the operator a.,' creates a particle in the state a. respectively. However, as mentioned at the beginning of this section, S,, (:c) for ;t=/=0 is not an even function of x. This is clue to the fact that the HF vacuum The transition strength between the RPA vacuum !(]J) and the excited state lru11 ) -~ 0} 1 (]J) is given by ( 4· 8) The operators Q/ for ;t=/=0 are the usual quadrupole operators Q 1, = r'Yzw From the above discussion it is clear that we obtain the excitation energies and the transition strength of all RPA modes by solving the dispersion equations only either for ;/:>0 or for ;t<O.
Finally we note that Eq. ( 4 · 2) is equiYalent to 
Since Qz' = r'Y,,oc (C, t + C_) ', the first (second) term on the left-hand side of Eq. (5·1) is the contribution of ,It= +2 (;t= --2) particle-hole creation (annihilation) modes generated by (Ct)' ( (C_t) 2 ) . The third term is that of /L = -2/J-h annihilation modes generated by C_ tC,, the excitation energy of which is zero. Note that this term originates from the fact that the HF yacuum ](p) corresponds to a solping Fermi surface (see Fig. 1 ) and vanishes for 11 =1 0 =.2,' -.2,' =0.
The eigenvalues of Eq. As has been discussed in § 4, these roots must be classified into two groups, one of which corresponds to 01=2 and the other corresponds to 0"~_ 2 • From Eq. (5·1) a schematic representation of S"=' (w") as a function of w" is given in Fig. 2 
We note that 0)1,= 2 = L;wp=-2• This relationship is simply a consequence of [Q,', Q_/J =0.
In order to make the physical meaning of these solutions clear, we consider the case in which q2~1. The value of q2 is in fact small even in the region of mass and angular momentum where the occurrence of high spin isomers is predicted (see, for example, Ref. 16) ). This is because q, can be approximately expressed in the form where we have estimated 171 2'= }(1) uo "cl' 13 (1 + 0 (L-l 113 ) ) . To first order of q 2 we obtain
Equations (5·3) and (5·8) show that in the limit 10->0 the frequencies (J)p~ , 2 =y2 (J)j_ (1 + (1/3v:r) q2) coincide with those of (K =) 11 = ± 2 components of the GQR in axially symmetric deformed nuclei. 81 ' 91 Although the fl,= ±2 components of the GQR are degenerate for 10 = 0, they split when 10=/=0. With increasing 10, the single particle states with large values of !2a=(n+-n-)atend to be occupied more favorably than the states with small values of Qa· Hence the total strength of the P-h transitions with ~~ = + 2 (i.e., the type (nb n+, n_) --+ (n, n 1 +2, n_)) increases and that with fJ.= -2 decreases. Consequently the excitation energy of the /I= + 2 (~1 = -2) GQR component decreases (increases).
Next we consider the remaining mode whose frequency is given by --(2/3) 312 X (!) 1_ q2• This mode does not exist for 10 = 0, bee a use the transitions of the type (nb n+, n_) --> (nb n+ -1, n_ + 1) are forbidden (see Fig. 1) . By using the moment of inertia (g1) rig associated with the rigid rotation about the symmetry aXJS (5. 9) q, can be written as (5 ·10) We therefore obtain for !0~1
In the case of "rotation" about the symmetry axis the yrast energies exhibit irregularity, but increase on the average as (11 2 /2 (g1) rig) X I (I+ 1) . 31 Equation (5 ·11) then indicates that the state created by this mode is located in the vicinity of the averaged yrast line. We note that this state lies energetically at a lower position than the RPA vacuum. Its angular momentum is smaller than that of the RPA vacuum by two units. Consequently the E2-transition from the RPA vacuum to tl<is state is in principle possible and the transition strength (4 · 8) is I I. K 1tra sa wa approximatly g1ven by (5 ·12) Equation (5·12) together with (5·11) shows that the energy weighted transition strength is of order of (q,)' of the usual sum rule value for deformed nuclei. 9 ' This RPA mode, therefore. has the non-collective character. so that although the RPA vacuum is not n true trap it still remain,; to be a long-lived isomer. In this way the effective interaction lowers the state, whose unperturbed energy is the same as that of the HF vacuum, to form the averaged yrast line. Accordingly it changes a true trap (the HF vacuum) into an 1somer (the RPA vacuum).
Finally we discuss the case where q,>I. ln this case the roots of Eq. (5·2) become complex. This implies that the HF vacuum with the axially symmetric shape is unstable with respect to the non-axially symmetric field Q2 = r 2 Y 22 , which leads to a stable HF vacuum vvith a triaxially equilibrium shape. From Eq. (5·3)
the critical point (q,)c=l corresponds to (2"/.S~),= (v27 2)/(v2-7-v 2). This is the same condition as that given in Ref. 7) .
,.. ')
;).~. First we consider the frequencies g1ven by Eqs. (5 ·18) and (5 ·19). Up to first order of qlo they are given by (5. 23)
In the limit 10-->0, these frequencies, as expected, coincide with those of the usual (K =) 11 = ± 1 components of the GQR 81 ' g) The same discussion as for /I= ± 2 modes corresponding to the GQR holds for this case.
The RPA mode with the eigenvalues (5 · 21) Next 1ve consider in some detail the RPA mode with the frequency given by Eq. ( 5 · 21) . As mentioned before, there are two eases, one of w hieh corresponds to the /1 = + 1 mode for q1 <q/ and the other to the /1 = -1 mode for cJJ>q/. The inequality q1~q/ is equivalent to the inequality 1u~ i1u 1 --1ul_ 1. Eqs. (3 ·1), (5 ·15) and (5 · 22) This is because from
\\' hile u: --.S1) u:1-2'_ ) 0 is equivalent to ]oJ1-(I) j_ I for the HF vacuum corresponding to the sloping Fermi surface with its slope hcu. 'J'he excitation energy uf this mode with 11 = lu+ 1, \\'hieh is measured from the RPA \'acuum with 11 =10 , is thus approximately equal to the difference between the rotational energies for I= I0 + 1 and for I= ! 0 • As seen in Eq. (5 · 28), the relevant moment of inertia is (j 1_) rig· This implies that this mode can be interpreted as the collective rotational motion whose rotational axis is perpendicular to the symmetry axis. This interpretation is further supported by considering the transition strength. The transition strength (4· 8) of this mode is given by From Eqs. (5 · 33) and (5 · 36), the reduced transition probability from I ru 1 ,~1 ) to the RPA vacuum II/J) is approximately equal to that from I= I0 -1-1 to I= I0 within the band whose band head has the angular momentum I= I0• Hence, together with Eq. (5 · 28), the !£ = -1-1 RP A mode is interpreted as a collective rotational mode.
This interpretation is valid for the case in which I 0 '};>l and q1«;;_q/.
It is worth while giving the follo-vving two comments. *l First, the energy clifference between T -c lr, + 11 and I= 10 members of i1 rotational band is approxi- mately given by fl 2 I 0n / (!J .L) rig=n · filo~~1 if I 0 )'>n. This implies that the rotational band vvhere the intrinsic angular momentum has the value 1~::">1, can be approximately described in terms of the sequence of many quanta associated with the f! = + 1 RPA mode considered above. Secondly, this /! = + 1 RPA mode corresponds to the precession of the symmetry axis of a classical symmetric top rotating freely, because the frequency (5· 27) is just equal to that of the precession.
For the case in which q1=q/, the approximations (5·25) and (5-:11) , especially the latter, are not valid. Instead the excitation energy and the transition strength are given by (;). 37) (5. 38) where /!= +1 for tiJ<CJ/ and ,tt= ---1 for i/1
These equatiom: indicate that the /! ~~ + 1 RPA mode changes from the collel"live rotational mode to the /1 = + 1 particle-hole (P-h) mode generated by C/C_ or C+ 1 .C1 as q1 approaches q/. This is clue to the fact that the slope of the Fermi surface approaches the value li I uJ 1 -Oh I and accordingly the number of these P-h modes involved in the /1 = -1-l RPA mode decreases. \Vhen q1>qt', these /.1= +1 jJ-h modes cannot be excited because of the Pauli principle. Instead the ,11 = --1 jJ-/z modes with the excitation energy -h !oJl-U) J_ I are generated by etc, or cl~c (see Fig. 3 ).
Next we return to Eqs. (5· 25) and (5· 31) and consider the limit I0 -'>0. In this case the excitation energy vanishes and the transition strength becomes infinite.
Namely, the /1= +1 mode reduces to a spurious mode. Note that the energy weighted strength carried by this mode remains finite 7) and (A ·10), the normalization constant 1V is given by (5. 42) vVe therefore obtain (5. 43) This implies that the total Hamiltonian II has the rotational invariance within the framework of the RPA. As is well known, the spurious mode cannot be normalized for 10 = 0 so that some difficulties occur (see, for example, Ref. 20) ).
The RPA vacuum 10) is defined by the condition (5· 44) Hence i+l0)=0, namely, 10)= 11=10, 11 =10). The RPA vacuum is thus the eigenstate not only of L 1 but also of the total angular momentum. Furthermore, from the orthogonality condition of RP A modes for .
1 .
0/~01~-1(uJ'"=0) = o/'2I~L-.
(5. 45)
We therefore find i+ (0}10)) =0, namely, 0}10)= II=Io+!i, 11 =Io+!t), while for the spurious mode Oi,~-1 10)= ]1=10, 11 =10 -1). It is well known that the rotational invariance, which is broken by the HF approximation, is restored by the RPA because of the "ground state" correlation. vVe note that the factor (21 0 ) -u 2 of o;,~-1 (o)~ = 0) is also given by (5· 46)
The above discussion of the spurious mode can be applied to the problem of isospin in variance for nuclei with N> Z by replacing 1.,'+ and 2 _ with 1V and Z, respectively. In this case, the isospin lowering operator T _ creates a state with zero excitation energy.21l This is not a spurious state but an isobaric analog state. 
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We therefore obtain (5. 48) The upper sign corresponds to a non-collective mode, while the lower sign corresponds to the GQP. The frequencies do not depend on I 0 apart from the I 0dependence of the deformation. § 6. Summary
On the basis of the cranked harmonic oscillator model and the Landau presclption for determining the effective interaction, we have studied the excitation modes in nuclei "rotating" about the symmetry axis. The special feature in this case is that the HF vacuum corresponds to a sloping Fermi surface. We have shown that this feature causes an important effect on the excitation modes. Figure 4 illustrates the excitation modes considered in this paper. The five high lying states are the GQR. The low lying states with I= I0 -2 and I= I0 + 1 are the non-collective mode and the collective rotational mode corresponding to the precession of a symmetric top, respectively. Though it will be difficult to directly observe the GQR, these high-frequency modes will affect the strength of E2 transition between the states near the yrast line (the poralization charge), which will be observed through the {-spectrum following (HI, xn) reactions. 
